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Edgar Allan Poe ?
?Eleonora???????
? ? ? ?
Synopsis: The setting of enclosed space recurs in many works of Edgar
Allan Poe and some critics regard it a motif of his works. Although the
locale of?Eleonora,??1841?is?the Valley of Many-Colored Grass,?this
valley is also circumscribed by mountains??thus is??a variation of the
enclosed space. This paper focuses on this outdoor yet enclosed space.
The analysis will reveal the unique treatment of space. Space in
?Eleonora?is organized according to the narrator’s relationship with
others. Thus, after the death of Eleonora, who is the only object of in-
terest to the narrator, the description of the city where he finds himself
lacks materiality. Even in the ending, which is interpreted as salvation
by some critics, the narrator is trapped in an enclosed space which re-
flects his being restricted to a relationship with Eleonora.
?
Edgar Allan Poe ?????????????????????????
?????????????????The Premature Burial??????
??The Pit and the Pendulum???????????????????
?????????? The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket
????????? Pym ??????????????????????
???????????????? Poe ????????????????
?????????????????? Richard Wilbur ??The most im-
portant of these recurrent motifs is that of enclosure or circumscrip-
tion?????Wilbur 811???????the exclusion from consciousness
of the so-called real world, the world of time and reason and physical
fact????????????Wilbur 812?????Robert L. Carringer
? The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket ??????Poe
???
???????????????????Poe’s?fictional universe of negative
possibility and the severely restricted prospects and interests of his pro-
tagonists????????????his centers of space are physically
threatening to his protagonists because the internal condition that they





















ringer ?????????? Poe ??????????????????
???????????????????????????????
??????????????Eleonora??????????????
???????????????????Otto Friedrich Bollnow ???


















??????????????????I am come of a race noted for vigor






No unguided footstep ever came upon that vale; for it lay far away
up among a range of giant hills that hung beetling around about it,
shutting out the sunlight from its sweetest recesses. No path was
trodden in its vicinity; and, to reach our happy home, there was
??? ? ? ? ?
need of putting back, with force, the foliage of many thousands of
forest trees, and of crushing to death the glories of many millions of
fragrant flowers. Thus it was that we lived all alone, knowing noth-




??????????????????the world without the valley???
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????the glories of many mil-















??????????alternative narrative realizations both of one an-
other and of the principle of forbidden female sexuality originally em-
Edgar Allan Poe ??Eleonora??????? ???
bodied in the Garden myth??Zanger 536??????????????
?????????????????????????????????
Eleonora ?????the last sad change which must befall Humanity?
?641????????????????????????????????
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???????????The pomps and pageantries of a stately court, and
the mad clangor of arms, and the radiant loveliness of woman, bewil-




Richard P. Benton ????????his?the narrator’s?‘savage state’
where love is free?????????the civilized world????????










Edgar Allan Poe ??Eleonora??????? ???
???????????????????????loveliness??644???
??????????????????????????????????









???Eleonora????? 1841?? The Gift ?????????????
????? Poe ??????????????????????????
?Mabbott 635????? 1845????????? Broadway Journal ?
??????????????????????? Ermengarde ?
Eleonora ????????????????????????
??? Ermengarde ???????????? Eleonora ??????
???????
Oh, glorious was the wavy flow of her auburn tresses! and I clasped
them in a transport of joy to my bosom. And I found rapture in the
fantastic grace of her step?and there was wild delirium in the love
I bore her when I started to see upon her countenance the radical
transition from tears to smiles that I had wondered at in the long-
lost Eleonora.?644?
?auburn tresses???the fantastic grace of her step?????????










In stature she was tall, and slender even to fragility; the exceeding
delicacy of her frame, as well as of the hues of her cheek, speaking
painfully of the feeble tenure by which she held existence. The lilies
of the valley were not more fair. With the nose, lips, and chin of the
Greek Venus, she had the majestic forehead, the naturally-waving
auburn hair, and the large luminous eyes of her kindred.?. . .?Her
fantastic step left no impress upon the asphodel?. . .?.?641?
????? Ermengarde ???????Eleonora ???????????
































??????????????????????my mother long de-
parted??639???????????????????Poe ???????






??? ? ? ? ?
??????????????????????smoother than all save the
cheeks of Eleonora?????640??????????sweeter than all save



















??????Bollnow 241−42???? Yi-Fu Tuan ??????????
??????????the posture and structure of the human body???the















??????????shutting us up, as if forever, within a magic



































1 ?????????? Thomas Ollive Mabbott ?? Edgar Allan Poe :
Tales & Sketches. Vol.1: 1831−1842. ?????????????????????
????????????Mabbott ?????? 1845?????????????
???
2 ????????????????Hsuan L. Hsu ???????????
???????????? Tuan ?????????Without an analysis of the so-
cial production of both space and subjectivity, human geography risks reducing
space and feeling to anthropocentric terms.??Hsu 9????????
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